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VFR

DO YOU WISH TO DISCOVER THE BEAUTY
OF FLYING VFR IN OTHER COUNTRIES?
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www.flying-revue.cz

MORE INFORMATION
TO BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE

 Communication at each phase of a VFR flight.
 VFR communication rules and practice excercises.
 Tutorials an motivational videos, animations, and photographs.
 Flight animations with aircraft position announcements. 
 Over 300 recordings of actual VFR communication from many countries 
 in Europe, USA, Canada, Africa.
 Examples of communication broadcasts presented by profesionals.
 Possibility to record and keep continuosly improving your radio communication.
 Highlights of the differences between European and American aviation  English.
 On line dictionary of English VFR phraseology.
 Practical advice to VFR pilots how to make their international  
 flights easier and safer
 Test and evaluate your communication skills in several knowledge tests.



www.flying-revue.cz

Aviation magazine published every two months 
and website for pilots and aviation fans

FLYING REVUE  magazine 
No. 1 Independent aviation magazine in Czechia and Slovakia.

Aviation news | interesting topics | pilot tips | aviation history | interviews | 
flight expeditions

FLYING REVUE  web
Website Flying-Revue.cz publishes news and information from 

the world of general, transport and sport aviation. Its section „For Pilots“ 
brings information, tips, videos and other assistance to pilots flying VFR  
internationally.

Flight videos | accident analysis | flight expeditions on-line | information for 
pilots | video presentations of hundreds of EU airports

FLYING REVUE  expeditions
Flying Revue flight expeditions to many parts of the globe | Europe,  

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, USA, Carribean, Russia 

You can follow our flight expeditions on-line on Flying-Revue.cz |  
our on-line map will show you the actual position of the expedition 
aircraft, flight information, recent photos, videos and commentary.

Flying Revue has developed globally the largest video and photo 
bank containing flight photos and videos of the world seen from the skies.

MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER tracker
Developed and tested by Neeco Global ICT Services company in 

co-operation with Flying Revue | actual position, direction and speed 
of the flight | flight hours | altitude | battery life 120 flight hours |  
motion and shock analysis | detailed flight analysis capabilities | meteo 
conditions | global coverage (GPS+GSM) | application downloadable via 
Apple store
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